Isospin transport occurring within dinuclear projectile-like fragments (PLFs) produced in heavyion collisions is explored as a probe of the nuclear symmetry energy. Within the framework of the Constrained Molecular Dynamics model (CoMD), the existence of the long-lived dinuclear PLFs, for up to 800 fm/c, is observed. It is demonstrated that changes in the N/Z of the two fragments resulting from the breakup of the dinuclear PLF is due to isospin transport. The rate of the transport between the two fragments is shown to be dependent on the slope of the symmetry energy at saturation density. Comparison of the CoMD calculations with experimental data establish that the evolution of N/Z could be used to constrain the density dependence of the symmetry energy. Introduction. The nuclear Equation of State (nEoS), which describes the fundamental properties of infinite nuclear matter, has been the motivation for a broad range of experimental studies. Of particular interest is how the nEoS evolves as a function of the neutron-to-proton ratio (N/Z) of nuclear matter, which is defined by the symmetry energy term of the nEoS [1-3]. The symmetry energy, which is often discussed in reference to its density dependence, E sym (ρ), represents the difference in binding energy between pure neutron matter and symmetric nuclear matter (N = Z). Constraining the form of the density dependence of the symmetry energy is critical for understanding the properties of asymmetric nuclear matter. For example, the masses, collective excitations, and neutron skin thicknesses of finite nuclei are dependent on E sym (ρ) [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Beyond the terrestrial laboratory, the symmetry energy has an essential role in the properties and evolution of neutron stars and core-collapse supernovae [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Introduction. The nuclear Equation of State (nEoS), which describes the fundamental properties of infinite nuclear matter, has been the motivation for a broad range of experimental studies. Of particular interest is how the nEoS evolves as a function of the neutron-to-proton ratio (N/Z) of nuclear matter, which is defined by the symmetry energy term of the nEoS [1] [2] [3] . The symmetry energy, which is often discussed in reference to its density dependence, E sym (ρ), represents the difference in binding energy between pure neutron matter and symmetric nuclear matter (N = Z). Constraining the form of the density dependence of the symmetry energy is critical for understanding the properties of asymmetric nuclear matter. For example, the masses, collective excitations, and neutron skin thicknesses of finite nuclei are dependent on E sym (ρ) [2, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Beyond the terrestrial laboratory, the symmetry energy has an essential role in the properties and evolution of neutron stars and core-collapse supernovae [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Constraints on E sym (ρ) are often reported based on the magnitude, E sym (ρ 0 ), and the slope, L = 3ρ • ∂Esym(ρ) ∂ρ | ρ• , of the symmetry energy at the saturation density of nuclear matter. While significant progress has been made towards defining the form of the symmetry energy [1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 19, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , a large uncertainty in the slope of the symmetry energy exists. Though compilations of the current constraints suggest a most likely value of L within the range of 40 to 80 MeV, several measurements lie outside this range [2, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . Continued experimental and theoretical progress is required to reduce the uncertainty in our knowledge of density dependence of the symmetry energy, thus improving our understanding of neutron-rich nuclear matter.
Recently, the binary breakup of an excited projectilelike fragment (PLF) formed in peripheral heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies has been proposed as an environment to investigate isospin transport over long timescales [32] [33] [34] [35] . Collision of the projectile and target nuclei can result in the production of a transiently deformed and excited PLF [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . This PLF can subsequently undergo a binary decay (dynamical fission [42] [43] [44] ) into a light and a heavy fragment. Experimental measurements of the N/Z of the light fragment have been interpreted as isospin equilibration which occurs on timescales of 600-900 fm/c [35] . This timescale is noteworthy as it is approximately six times longer than has been previously reported [45, 46] .
In this rapid communication, the experimental results are confronted with theoretical transport calculations within the framework of the Constrained Molecular Dynamics model (CoMD). The mechanism for the formation of the dinuclear PLF and long timescale isospin transport is confirmed within the CoMD model. Furthermore, the rate and magnitude of the long lived isospin transport is linked to the symmetry energy. The CoMD results demonstrate that measurements of isospin transport within dinuclear PLFs could provide a novel probe of the symmetry energy.
Experimental and theoretical details. The CoMD calculations were motivated by the experimental results from the 45 MeV/A 64 Zn + 64 Zn reaction measured using the FIRST charged particle array at the Cyclotron Institute at Texas A&M University [34] . The FIRST array had angular coverage from 4.5
• < θ lab < 27
• and provided isotopic identification for Z < 8 fragments and elemental identification up to the beam (Z = 30). The binary decay events were selected by requiring that each event contained heavy (Z H ) and light (Z L ) fragments with Z H > 11 and Z L > 3. In the following, all presented CoMD results have the same event selection (angular coverage and Z H , Z L criteria) to select on binary decay events, providing a realistic comparison to the experimental results. Specifically, the events with Z H > 11 and Z L = 4 are selected for comparison between the the-ory and experiment as this maximizes the statistics. To provide a consistent comparison with the experimental data, 8 Be fragments produced within the CoMD calculation were assumed to decay into 2α particles.
The formation and decay of the dinuclear system requires a dynamical treatment of the heavy-ion collision. The CoMD model was chosen as it provides a dynamical description of the evolution of the many-body system. Each nucleon in the system is represented by a Gaussian wave-packet and is propagated according to the derived equations of motion and effective Skyrme interaction. Special care is given to constraining the equations of motion in order to respect the Pauli principle and provide conservation of total angular momentum. Additional details about the CoMD model (officially referred to as CoMD-II) can be found in Refs. [42, 47] . Within the CoMD framework, the 45 MeV/A 64 Zn + 64 Zn reaction was simulated for 1000 fm/c. At each time-step, a coalescence procedure based on the position of each nucleon is applied to identify the fragments. After the initial projectile-target collision, the PLF is identified. The time evolution of the PLF is followed and if it undergoes a binary breakup, the resulting Z H and Z L fragments are identified. The possible secondary decay of the heavy and light fragments was not included in the simulation.
The isospin-dependent part of the interaction used within CoMD can be varied to provide three different forms of the symmetry energy. The mean-field approximation of each parameterization is shown in the insert of Fig. 1 and is labeled based on the associated slope, L. In all cases the magnitude of the symmetry energy at ρ 0 is 30 MeV. For each of the three forms of the symmetry energy, approximately 350,000 events were simulated over a triangular impact parameter range from 0 to 12 fm. Lastly, it is worth noting that the CoMD model has been successful in both describing complex heavy-ion collision dynamics over long timescales (including dynamical fission) and providing constraints on E sym (ρ) through comparison with experimental data [21, [48] [49] [50] .
Results and discussion. In many cases an excited PLF with a dinuclear configuration can be produced following the nucleon exchange between the projectile and target nuclei. The binary decay of the dinuclear PLF into two fragments, designated Z H and Z L , can be conveniently expressed in terms of their relative velocity,
and their center-of-mass velocity, v CM . For a rotating dinuclear system, the primary experimental observable used to examine the dynamics of the reactions is the angle, α, between v CM and v REL . For cos(α) > 0, the lighter fragment (Z L ) is emitted "backwards" or towards the target with respect to the heavier fragment (Z H ). In the case of cos(α) < 0, the lighter fragment is emitted forwards of the heavy fragment. Thus, cos(α) measures the rotation of the dinuclear system. A value of cos(α) = 1 represents no rotation of the dinuclear system. The cos(α) distribution of the Z L = 4 fragments from the experiment is presented in Fig. 1 . The CoMD results, shown as the lines in Fig. 1 , provide an excellent description of the experimental cos(α) distribution. The rotation of the system described by cos(α) provides a measure of the lifetime of the dinuclear system. Thus, the large yield observed for cos(α) > 0.5 indicates a preference for breakup on a short timescale relative to the rotation of the PLF [34] . Events with cos(α) < 0 are related to a longer rotation of the dinuclear system in which the Z L fragment is emitted forward relative to the Z H fragment. The good agreement between the calculations and experimental data shown in Fig. 1 indicates that the fundamental dynamics of the reaction are reproduced. It is important to note that this agreement between calculations and data is independent of L, indicating that the dynamics of the dinuclear breakup are not sensitive to the symmetry energy.
The distribution of breakup times of the dinuclear PLFs from CoMD is shown in Fig. 2 . Separation of the projectile-like and target-like fragments corresponds to a breakup time of 0 fm/c, which occurs approximately 100-150 fm/c after initial contact of the projectile and target nuclei. While dinuclear PLFs are observed to survive for up to ∼800 fm/c, the most probable breakup time is considerably shorter. The prediction of long timescales is in reasonable agreement with the experimental results which reported dinuclear PLFs surviving for 600-900 fm/c based on estimating the rotational angular momentum for the system, which is discussed in more detail below [33] [34] [35] . ble I. The average lifetime of the dinuclear system is sensitive to L with a decreased L corresponding to a decrease in the average lifetime. A similar trend was observed by the CHIMERA collaboration examining incomplete fusion (or breakup) in low-energy reactions [49] .
The relationship between the average breakup time and cos(α) angle was also extracted from CoMD, as shown in the insert of Fig. 2 . A clear correlation is present, verifying that the cos(α) observable is sensitive to the lifetime of the dinuclear PLF. The relatively short range of the average breakup time from 25 to 175 fm/c is due to the dominance of short timescales as evident in Fig. 2 . This correlation between average breakup time and cos(α), which was hypothesized in the experimental analysis [33] [34] [35] , is borne out by the present calculations. However, for cos(α) < −0.25 the correlation with t break is diminished within the CoMD simulation, indicating that events with cos(α) near −1 will not provide a direct link to the longest timescale events. While the angular momentum of the dinuclear systems extracted from the experimental analysis, J = 6 ± 1 [34] , is in reasonable agreement with the average angular momentum obtained from CoMD, J = 8.6 , the average rotational frequency estimated from the insert of Fig. 2 is roughly 10 times larger than that extracted from the experimental analysis [34] . This, again, indicates that within the CoMD description the cos(α) observable is most sensitive to the shorter time scales due to the faster rotation of the dinuclear system.
One intriguing aspect of the long-lived dinuclear systems is the possibility to observe and study isospin transport on timescales not previously thought possible. The experimental evidence of this isospin transport is shown in Fig. 3(a) , as the dashed black line, where the N/Z of the light fragment (Z L = 4) is plotted as a function of cos(α). As the rotation angle increases, the N/Z of the Z L fragment decreases. Since the value of Z L is fixed at Z = 4, the change in N/Z corresponds to a flow of neutrons out of the Z L fragment. This neutron flow out of the Z L fragment has been interpreted as the transport of neutrons from the Z L fragment to the Z H fragment as the system rotates. The CoMD results are also shown and while the N/Z of the Z L fragment is underpredicted, the trend of the experimental data is well reproduced. Experimentally it has been determined that the larger the neutron-richness of the target, the larger the initial neutron-richness of the Z L fragment [34] . We speculate that the underprediction by the model is due to its failure to properly describe the projectile-target interaction which produces the dinuclear PLF.
If the observed decrease in N/Z with rotation for Z L is due to nucleon transport to Z H , then the N/Z of the Z H fragment should increase with rotation. As evident in Fig. 3(b) , this expectation is met in the CoMD calculations, indicating that isospin transport occurs between Z H and Z L as the dinuclear system rotates. Unfortunately, as the experimental measurement did not have isotopic identification of the Z H fragment, this isospin transport could not be experimentally determined. It is important to note that the smaller change in magnitude of the N/Z of the Z H fragment compared to the Z L fragment is due to the larger Z of the Z H fragment.
Within the CoMD framework, the N/Z of both the Z H and Z L fragments as a function of cos(α) are observed to be sensitive to the form of the symmetry energy (Fig. 3) . The softest form of the symmetry energy (L = 51 MeV) produces the most neutron-rich Z L fragments in comparison to the stiffer forms of the symmetry energy. This difference in the N/Z for different L exists for cos(α) ≈ 1, i.e. the shortest times, and persists as the dinuclear system rotates. Complementary behavior is observed for the Z H fragment with the softest symmetry energy producing the smallest N/Z . The CoMD calculations establish that the N/Z of the Z L and Z H fragments as a function of cos(α) is a sensitive observable to the form of the symmetry energy.
Although Fig. 3 clearly indicates that isospin transport between Z H and Z L is occurring, it remains to be determined if isospin transport is the dominant reason for the changes in N/Z . For example, light particle emission could also alter the N/Z . In Fig. 4 the neutron transport between the fragments is more quantitatively investigated. Examination of N as a function of cos(α) for Z L = 4 and Z H = 16−28 fragment pairs allows one to extract the rate of change in N with respect to cos(α) for both Z L and Z H . As evident in Fig. 4 , the Z L fragment loses on average 0.39±0.02 neutrons per cos(α) while the Z H fragment gains on average 0.41±0.03 neutrons per cos(α). The fact that the rate of neutron exchange is equivalent proves that isospin transport dominates the evolution of the N/Z of the Z L and Z H fragments.
The dependence of N/Z of Z L and Z H on breakup Fig. 5(a) [34] . The experimental results are, of course, dependent on the estimated rotational frequency. As discussed above, CoMD indicates a faster rotational frequency which would result in the experimental data (yellow region) shifting to lower breakup times in better agreement with the simulation. The N/Z of the dinuclear PLF, determined from the combination of the binary fragments, is shown in Fig. 5(b) . The relatively constant N/Z of the dinuclear PLF is consistent with the rate of neutron exchange discussed in Fig. 4 , confirming that the changing compositions of the Z L and Z H fragments are dominated by the exchange of neutrons within the dinuclear system.
The sensitivity of N/Z with breakup time to L can be understood in terms of an initial isospin equilibration followed by a competition of the dinuclear PLF to "fuse" (producing a single PLF) rather than break up into the Z H and Z L fragments [49, 50] . The dinuclear system is formed during the projectile-target interaction. During this formation, the symmetry energy drives the initial N/Z gradient of the dinuclear system towards equilibrium [46] . The N/Z of Z L (Z H ) at t break = 0 fm/c is increased (decreased) for the soft E sym , which brings them closer to isospin equilibrium, relative to the stiff E sym . This initial sensitivity of the N/Z to L is maintained throughout the evolution of the dinuclear system.
Following the formation of the dinuclear PLF, the system then will either fuse (producing a single PLF) or undergo a binary breakup. If the dinuclear PLF was to fuse, the Z H fragment would swallow up the Z L fragment. Since we have examined binary breakup events with the requirement of Z L = 4, this fusion process is represented by the Z H fragment taking neutrons from the Z L fragment (evolution observed in Fig. 5 ). Since the soft symmetry energy is more repulsive for neutronrich systems at sub-saturation densities it will hinder the fusion of the dinuclear system relative to the stiff symmetry energy [49, 50] . Thus, the stiff symmetry energy should allow the system to evolve towards fusion more easily (being less repulsive at low density), which would be characterized by an increased rate of neutron transfer from the Z L to the Z H fragment. This interpretation is supported by Fig. 5 which shows an increased rate of change in the N/Z for L = 105 MeV relative to L = 51 MeV.
Conclusions. Microscopic transport calculations with the CoMD model confirm the physical picture that binary breakup of an excited projectile-like fragment produced in peripheral heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies provides a useful probe of the density dependence of the symmetry energy. The transport calculations were successful in reproducing the overall dynamical features of the binary decay. A clear correlation is observed between the rotation angle of the dinuclear PLF and its lifetime providing a "clock" of the decay which is most sensitive for breakup times of < 200 fm/c. The experimentally observed dependence of N/Z on rotation angle for the light fragment (Z L ) is qualitatively described by the model, however CoMD suggests that the rotational frequency of the dinuclear PLF is significantly faster than originally estimated [34] . Within the context of the model, the change in N/Z of light and heavy fragments with rotation is clearly dominated by nucleon exchange between the two fragments. The isospin transport persists for the longest times observed, namely 800 fm/c. Within the CoMD framework, the evolution of the N/Z with breakup time exhibits a definite dependence on the slope of the symmetry energy, providing a novel experimental probe of the nuclear Equation of State.
